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Agenda

#1  Who are European ECRs?

#3  Why mentors should encourage ECRs to get involved in science            
policy?

#4 How can ECRs support change towards greater gender balance?

#5 What can mentors do to get ECRs engaged in science policy?

#2 Are ECRs involved in science policy? Why?
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#1 Who are European ECRs?
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#1 Gender balance in the ECRs population
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#2 Are ECRs involved in science policy?

Source:
B. Cahill, M. Masia, 
Four ways to fight science-funding cuts across Europe
Nature Career column, 4 Nov 2020
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#2 Why they’re not involved in science 
policy?

● They think they must use
all their time

to work and publish

● They often do not understand
how to influence change in
policies and
who the stakeholders are
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#2 Why they’re not involved in science 
policy?

● They are usually isolated within their
own project, or at least within their
own research group

● They are not encouraged
to do so by their mentors
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Their colleagues and friends are already involved and are passionate

#2 Why do ECRs get involved?

● To break out from isolation

● To find a more cooperative community
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#2 Why do ECRs get involved?

Anxiety for their future career

● Need to understand how the research system works

● Need for change
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#2 Why do ECRs get involved?

They feel it’s useful for their career

Mentors’ encouragement
Time compensation

Other institutional rewards
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#3 Why mentors should encourage ECRs 
to get involved?
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#3 Why mentors should encourage ECRs 
to get involved?

Because:

it’s a networking occasion with other
researchers in different disciplines, from
other countries, and stakeholders

it develops a deeper understanding
on research inner workings… and
future trends
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Because….
● people outside universities are taking decisions that affects ECRs life and

career prospects!

Source:
B. Cahill, M. 
Masia, 
Four ways to 
fight science-
funding cuts 
across Europe

#3 Why mentors should encourage ECRs 
to get involved?
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#4 How ECRs can support change 
towards greater gender balance?

Greater community involvement in change process:

● involvement of other ECRs 

● middle position between students & 
professors

● they are the “future of science”
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#4 How ECRs can support change 
towards greater gender balance?

b) Adding specific perspectives, struggles and needs in change process:

● insert specific struggles and needs in a wider framework

● great attention to the sustainability and continuity of changes
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#4 How ECRs can support change 
towards greater gender balance?

c) more female ECRs to be leaders and advocates

● ECRs organizations are “protected” training fields

● the more women get involved in ECRs organizations, the more these
organizations will advocate for gender equality
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#5 How can mentors encourage ECRs to 
get involved?

● This time is not “stolen” from research, but a
learning & networking opportunity

● discuss openly about research policies - starting
with your own research group
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#5 How can mentors encourage ECRs to 
get involved?

● encourage ECRs to join national or international ECRs organizations

● encourage ECRs to run as representatives - remember that their needs are
different from yours!
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